


Genesis 6:14
Make thee an ark of 
gopher wood; rooms shalt 
thou make in the ark, and 
shalt pitch it within and 
without with pitch.



Sunday, March, 1, 2009 

Noah’s Ark In Hong Kong 

Filed under: news, what the freak — mete23 @ 9:08 pm 
There’s a life size Noah’s Ark in a park in Hong Kong. It is near Ma Wan Town and the Lantau Link, which I think is the overhead highway. 

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://static.panoramio.com/photos/original/8483311.jpg&imgrefurl=http://metes.wordpress.com/2009/03/01/noahs-ark-in-hong-kong/&h=1920&w=2560&sz=2117&tbnid=pmUOWoQR9u3bwM:&tbnh=113&tbnw=150&prev=/

images%3Fq%3Dhong%2Bkong%2Bnoah%2527s%2Bark&usg=__m_rS8nIypjIPbj-_XbFErT-MZ4U=&ei=2i3mSpzsBoeHlAeWpoXoCg&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=5&ct=image&ved=0CBMQ9QEwBA

Note the scale here!

http://metes.wordpress.com/2009/03/01/noahs-ark-in-hong-kong/
http://en.wordpress.com/tag/news/
http://en.wordpress.com/tag/what-the-freak/
http://www.panoramio.com/photo/8483311


Life-Size Noah's Ark Opens in Hong Kong

http://www.pawnation.com/2009/04/16/life-size-noahs-ark-opens-in-hong-kong/


Hong Kong Christens an Ark of Biblical Proportions 

HONG KONG -- This city's three billionaire Kwok brothers have just the answer for the rising waters threatening the global economy: the 
world's first life-size replica of Noah's ark, built to biblical specifications off the coast of this recession-struck Chinese financial center. 
Write to Jonathan Cheng at jonathan.cheng@wsj.com Printed in The Wall Street Journal, page A1 
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Concert Hall Inside the ark









Ark – Dan cutesy



Ark floats 



Noah’s Ark plans 



Big Ark







Facts about Noah’s Ark
•Dimensions: 437 feel long, 73 feet wide, and 44 feet high. 

•Had three stories (“decks”) 

•Total volume of the vessel was 1,400,00 cubic feet – 
equivalent to 522 railroad cars 

•Until 1884, the ark was the biggest ship ever built 

•Was one half the length of the Queen Mary 

•Hydrodynamic studies have shown this vessel to be very 
stable in rough seas



Noah’s Ark Study
•Study done in Korea in 1992 

•Used facilities of the Korea Research 
Institute of Ships and Engineering 

•Tested 12 different hull forms 

•Used three criteria for analysis – 
structural safety, overturning stability, 
and seakeeping quality



Ark Study Design
•Structural safety – reliability of hull 
against wave loads 

•Overturning stability – resistance to 
capsizing from wind and waves 

•Seakeeping quality – aspects of design 
to insure safety of crew and cargo



Study Findings
•Ark design adequate for safety of 
crew and cargo 

•Hull design could withstand waves as 
high as 98 feet 

•Surprisingly, Dr. Hong, the study 
director, believes that “life came from 
the sea”



Ark Study Reference

Hong, et al., Safety Investigation 
of Noah’s Ark in a Seaway, TJ 
8(1):26-36, April 1994

www.answersingenesis.org/tj/v8/i1/noah.asp
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Life-Size Noah's Ark Opens in Hong Kong

http://www.pawnation.com/2009/04/16/life-size-noahs-ark-opens-in-hong-kong/








Dog Varieties 1



Dog Varieties 2



Dog Varieties 3



Wild dogs 5
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Wild dogs 3

Wild dogs

Arctic fox

Dingo

Dingo
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Wild dogs 4

Wild dogs
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Wild dogs 1
Aardwolf

African wild dog

Arctic fox
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Black-backed 
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Wild dogs 2

Wild dogs
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And to every beast of the 
earth, and to every fowl of the 

air, and to every thing that 
creepeth upon the earth, 

wherein there is life, I have 
given every green herb for 

meat: and it was so.
Genesis 1:30





• Genetic 'bar codes' of five million animals from different species were surveyed

• Research prompted speculation humans and animals sprang from single pair

• This may have happened after a catastrophic event after the last ice age

• The study has been misunderstood by some religious parties who interpreted it as 
challenging evolutionary theory, which has been denied by the authors

24 November 2018

November 24, 2018



Stoeckle and Thaler, the scientists who 
headed the study,  

concluded that ninety percent of all 
animal species alive today come from 
parents that all began giving birth at 

roughly the same time,  

less than 250 thousand years ago - 
throwing into doubt the patterns of 

human evolution.  

'This conclusion is very surprising,' 
Thaler admitted, 'and I fought against it 

as hard as I could.'  

The new report from experts at the 
Rockefeller University along with from 
the University of Basel published the 

extraordinary findings in Human 
Evolution.   



GDM Dinos entering Ark



50 dino kinds
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Tsunami footage



Tsunami footage



Tsunami footage





Dr. Tommy Mitchell










